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XVIDA Cases Offer Wireless Charging for iPhone 7 & 7 Plus, S8 & S8+
Published on 06/12/17
Following a successful Kickstarter campaign in 2016, XVIDA is further expanding its
product line of premium wireless charging accessories and magnetic mounts by introducing
new charging cases for iPhone 7 & 7 Plus, Galaxy S8 & S8+. Ultra-slim cases are made from
durable TPU/ABS with soft-touch, anti-slip coating offering protection against impact and
ensuring a comfortable grip. The charging cases and charging docks feature built-in
precision magnets so your phone will stay securely attached.
Los Angeles, California - XVIDA designed an entire collection of wireless charging docks
that enable hassle-free and reliable charging at home, in the car or at the office. The
charging cases and charging docks feature built-in precision magnets so your phone will
stay securely attached and positioned in the "sweet spot," ensuring maximum charging speed
with zero risk of charging being interrupted due to device moving.
Thanks to specially designed electronics that allow for a maximum transfer of power from
the charger to the smartphone, XVIDA wireless charging docks give you wireless charging
that's pretty much as fast as an old-school cable (nope, faster than that doesn't exist
yet), but with the convenience of not having to deal with a wire. The wireless charging
docks also support Fast Charge technology for enabled devices (S8, S8+).
XVIDA Cases allow full access to your phone's Lightning or USB- C port, which ensures you
can still use traditional charging cables without having to remove the phone from the
case.
Ultra-slim cases are made from durable TPU/ABS with soft-touch, anti-slip coating offering
protection against impact and ensuring a comfortable grip. Those looking to slim down
their wallets will be happy to know, XVIDA now offers magnetic folio wallets, made from
genuine leather, compatible with iPhone 7 & 7 Plus cases, with versions for S8, S8+ to
follow by the end of July 2017.
Pricing and Availability:
XVIDA Cases for iPhone 7 ($49) and 7 Plus ($59) are in stock and ready to ship. The XVIDA
cases for Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus are available for pre-order now with a limited time 20%
off discount. Galaxy S8 case is priced at $24, S8+ at $28. The XVIDA cases made for iPhone
7/7 Plus and for Samsung Galaxy S8/S8 Plus, along with XVIDA wireless charging docks,
mounts, and folio wallets are available at XVIDA online.
XVIDA:
https://www.xvida.com
XVIDA Charging Cases:
https://www.xvida.com/collections/charging-cases
YouTube Videos (Demo):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPcsRNV7igI

XVIDA is a European product development company, composed of young, driven individuals
who
believe in constant innovation, European design and craftsmanship, high quality
manufacturing, and providing a superb customer experience. XVIDA is based in Ljubljana,
Slovenia with sales offices in Los Angeles, California and Toronto, Canada. All Material
and Software (C) 2017 XVIDA. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and
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iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other
trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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